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APR1928 )S;cJ * / Downing Street,

4^/i January, 1928.
~. . _—- **

*S7r,

I have recently had under consideration various questions regarding issues of 

adhesive postage stamps in the Colonies, Protectorates, and Mandated territories, 

a?irZ tes appeared to me desirable that some limit should be placed on the number 

°f different values of stamps in current use, many of which seem to me to be 

unnecessary. For example, in some Colonies stamps have been issued of such 

denominations as od, 7Id, 9d, lOcZ, l/6cZ, and 3/- concurrently with 2d, 3d, 4d, 

GfZ, 1/-, 2/- values.

2. I observe also that in some instances “ Postage and Revenue ” stamps of 

£1 and higher values are current, although these are used mainly, if not entirely, 

for revenue pmiposes.

3. It is in my opinion desirable that “ Postage” stamps in the Colonies 

should be of those denominations which are considered necessary for legitimate 

posted services, and that the higher values which are used solely for the collection of 

revenue should be “ Revenue ” stamps only. I do not propose that Colonial 

Administrations should adopt the plan followed' in this country which involves the 

issue of three different classes of adhesive stamps:—(a) “Postage and Revenue” 

(b) 11 Postage” only, (c) “Revenue” only. I think it preferable that Colonial 

issues should be confined to two classes:—(a) “Postage and Revenue” for cdl 

values up to and including £1 available for either purpose, and (b) “ Revenue ” 

for cdl values over £1 which would not be available for postage; and it should be 

possible in most Colonies to limit the values in the first class to \d, }d, 1 Id, 2d, 

2\d, 3d, 6cl, L/-, 2jQd, 5/-, 10/-, £1, or their equivalents in local currency. @

I realise that some Administrations may find it necessary to extend the 

range of values in the “ Postage and Revenue ” series so as to include sums which 

represent loeed stamp duties, fees or other revenue charges which may be in constant 

demand; bid I trust that where such additional denominations are regarded as
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necessary due consideration will be given to the 'possibility of substitution in order to 

keep the number of denominations within the absolute needs of the services. In my 

opinion it should normally be possible to limit the number of values hi this series 

to twelve and where it is considered necessary that more than twelve values should 

be provided the number should in any case be limited to fifteen. I should be glad 

to have an opportunity of considering any special circumstances in which a larger 

range than twelve values is thought to be justified, but I am of opinion that in ho 

case should the series exceed fifteen denominations.

5. The series of stamps for “ Revenue ” only should of course be limited to 

those values over £1 for which there may be ci reasonable demand for the purpose of 

collection of revenue.

6. I do not desire that any changes should be made immediately in order to 

give effect to these proposals. For the reasons given in the Duke of Devonshire's 

Circular despatch of the 3rd of February, 1923, the present slock of stamps of any 

denomination should be exhausted before any alteration is made; but I have to 

request that the matter may be borne in mind whenever a requisition for a further 

supply of a current issue comes under consideration.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

(for the Secretary of State)

W. ORMSBY GORE.

/
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4 GOVERNMENT HOUSE, 
STANLEY.

15th I,lay, 1908.

\

FALKLAND ISLANDS*.
Ho. 150.______ __

Sir,
I liavo the honour, to , cknowleuge the receipt 

of your circular despatch of the 4th of January, 

on the subject of the desirability of some1308,
limit being placed on the number of different
values of adhesive postage stamps in current use 

in the Colonies, Protectorates, and Mandated 

territories, and to in orn you that the number 

of different values of ’’Postage and Revenue" stamp- 

act ually on issue in this Colony is 10 all of I 

which are included in the list of values given ■ 

in the final sentence of paragraph 3 of your 

despatch under reply, v;i'h the exception of the dH 

three shilling value.
I would add that there is no other2*

of adhesive stamp issued in this Colony, and 

no change is projected immediately in this coj 
tion. When the present stock of the three

'vvo ■

denomination becomes exhausted, I proposea
stead to introduce new two-and-sixpenny

I have the honour to to
Sir,
Your most obedient

•

5 RIGHT HONOURABLE 

L.C.M.3. AMSRY,
SECRETARY OP 3TATE FOR THE COLONIES.

arW&s®-P.C., Y-1 1i»i# r • 9
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downing street*
3| yc. August, 1928*

?• “I

dir,

1 hjstro the honour to acknowledge the receipt

of hr. Arnold Hadaon15 despatch -jo* 15;) of the 15th of

iiay last sad to inform you that I approve bio proposal to

introduce a etatap of a two shillinb and sixpenny

denomination whoa tbs present stock of tho three shilling

denomination ueccoea exhausted*

i have the uoneur to be*

./~T i

'/our JiKsst obedient,

humble servant.

(Sl^nad) L. 3. AMBRY,

du
'i-.yiBU*


